
1. Covenant
Day Message

“One Heart in the Father
for the Family of God”

Dear Schoenstatt Family and Friends,

Greetings and blessings for this Covenant Day - 18th

November. During this month we remember two
significant dates in our Schoenstatt Family history.
The first is November 16th - the anniversary of the
birth of Father Kentenich (1885).

The second is November 20th – the anniversary of the
death of Venerable Sr. M. Emilie Engel (1955).

November is also a time when we remember all
those who have died. We remember the members of
our own family and close friends, and we give
thanks for the example they left us and all they did
for us during their time here on earth.

We also remember the members of our Australian
Schoenstatt Family who have died, particularly those
who have died during these past twelve months and
the contribution they made to Schoenstatt in
Australia.

On the occasion of the Silver Jubilee of Ordination of
Father Kentenich (8th July 1935, but celebrated on
11th August 1935), he said he wanted to use the
celebration to thank “all Schoenstatt children, the
dead, the living and generations to come.”

This address sheds light on the specific originality of
Schoenstattʼs spirituality – the interweaving of
destinies and the organism of bonding. In this
address he said:
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“Our deceased are not dead; they are with us
today. The work that has been created here is just
as much the work of those who co - operated with
me. I am inconceivable without you. My whole
work cannot be explained without your most
personal and profound co - operation. This
applies in the first place to our dead.

Our departed work on through their heroic
example; they work on because they embodied,
sometimes in a heroic way, what we see today as a
great idea in the heavens of our lives. We hope to
God, and admit with great gratitude, that they
work on through their intercession, through
praying for us together with the Mother Thrice
Admirable of Schoenstatt. Yes, the hymns of
thanksgiving must rise to a crescendo far more
than they have done until now.

The Family has brought forth great people. We
want to remain true to them. Faithfulness to them
is faithfulness to our MTA, to our shrine, to our
ideal.

But we also want to remain true to the coming
generation. We have a task to fulfil for the coming
generation. We bear responsibility for the coming
generation, for our future history.

Yet we also want to swear that we will be faithful
to one another…... How much mutual faithfulness
we need when we are out in the world! ……. We
need faithfulness if our whole Family is to become
an organic entity at a time when so many
conflicting trends are at large.

The less we can live our way of life together, the
more we want to swear simple faithfulness to one
another. Loyalty for loyalty, love for love!

So let it be, we remain loyal!”

Here in Australia, we remember those Sisters,
Fathers, members from all States and from all
branches- the Families, Mothers, Women, Men,
Young Men, Young Women, Girls and members of
the Pilgrim Mother Apostolate, who are no longer
with us and who witnessed to Schoenstatt through
their loyalty to their Covenant of Love.

We give thanks for their faithfulness to
Schoenstattʼs mission and for their contribution to
Schoenstatt in Australia.

“One heart in the Father, for the
family of God”

May the lives of Father Kentenich and Sr. M. Emilie
continue to be examples for us of the way to live
the mission we have been given in Schoenstatt,
through our Mother Thrice Admirable, Queen and
Victress of Schoenstatt, and the graces and
blessings she showers on us from her shrines.

United in our Covenant,

Shirley Hall
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2. Our MTA in
Melbourne

A ‘New Home’ for our MTA in
Melbourne, Victoria

Many of us have been praying that our Mother
Thrice Admirable shows us a positive way into the
future since our First Shrine in Australia, blessed
on 12th May, 1952, was demolished earlier in the
year.

We want to thank everyone for the prayers and
contributions to the Capital of Grace which have
moved our MTA to clearly show us a way forward.
We truly believe that our Blessed Mother has cared
and been victorious.

Pallotine and Salesian assistance

From the previous reports you will know that when
the Shrine needed to be emptied in February
2023, the Pallottine Community generously gave
us all the removable items in the Shrine.

The most precious was of course the ʻoriginalʼ
picture of our Mother Thrice Admirable which
found its home for some months in the Chapel of
the Don Bosco Retreat Centre in Lysterfield, east
of Melbourne.

We are very grateful for the welcome the Salesian
Community gave us, but unfortunately our dream
to be able to offer our MTA some permanent place
on that property was not in Godʼs plan.

Journey to the new home at St Luke’s

In August as we celebrated our annual feast
around 15th August, Our Lady offered us a new
possibility – a home in the parish of St. Lukeʼs
Wantirna, not too far from Lysterfield. After
negotiations with the parish priest and parish
council we were ready to bring the picture of
grace of our MTA to its ʻnew homeʼ.

Thanksgiving in Lysterfield

On 15th October about 50 members of our
Schoenstatt Family in Melbourne gathered at
Lysterfield to thank the Blessed Mother for her
guidance and for the graces she has interceded
for us while she was with the Salesian community.

Then with 15 cars we made a car procession – all
praying the rosary during the 20-minute drive to
St. Lukeʼs parish. Here we placed the picture of
grace beside the altar during Holy Mass which the
parish priest, Fr. Joseph Amal celebrated for about
80 Schoenstatters. More had gathered at the
parish itself.

The celebration for the new home

We had a solemn Holy Mass celebrating
Schoenstattʼs Foundation Day. The joy was
tangible.

Following the Mass, we processed to the Chapel of
Divine Mercy at the back of St. Lukeʼs Church
where our Mother Thrice Admirable found her new
home - until she reveals to us further steps.
Naturally the longing is for a replica of the Shrine.

In the newly found home we prayed together,
inviting the Blessed Mother to take up her home in
the Divine Mercy Chapel as she has done in her
Schoenstatt Shrines throughout the world.
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MTA in her new home in Divine Mercy Chapel

Listening to the words of Fr Kentenich

During this celebration and before renewing our
Covenant of Love, we listened to words of our
father and founder which he wrote for the blessing
of the Shrine in 1952.

Among other things, Fr. Kentenich wrote:
“… The

picture of our dear Mother of God should stand
before the minds of people in a splendour of light
and colour and be imprinted in their hearts in

such a way as has happened only seldom in the
past.

She goes through the world as the great educator
of the people. Everywhere she wants to bring forth
Christ again, in order to save the endangered
Christian personality, human society and the
whole world.

She goes through the world
as the great educator

of the people.

Today she solemnly chooses this Shrine to be her
favourite place, the place where she offers graces
and is especially active.

From here she will distribute her treasures and
take in hand the education of the people and their
leaders. She does this under the title of Mother
Thrice Admirable and Queen of Schoenstatt. …
Everywhere she gives to those who honour her the
grace of transformation, of a home and of
fruitfulness in rich measure…

Everywhere people find their way to her Shrines.
However, they do not come with empty hands;
they bring rich gifts.

They do not grow tired of offering to God's Mother
the sacrifices of their serious efforts in self-
education which co-operation with grace
demands of them in everyday life…. From today
onward, the Mother of God also expects such
earnest co-operation with grace from us.
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She calls upon us in a similar way as she did in
1914 at the Shrine in Schoenstatt: Do not worry
about the fulfilment of your wishes. Ego diligentes
me diligo... Prove first by your deeds that you love
me ..., then I will prove that I love you. …”

(J. Kentenich 11.5.1952)

She calls upon us
in a similar way
as she did in 1914

at the Shrine
in Schoenstatt

We also prayed in our celebration:

“Dear Mother Thrice Admirable, Queen and
Victress of Schoenstatt, … Through your picture of
grace, we invite you to be present with us in this
Chapel.

Come and dwell with us as you have done in the
Shrine in Kew since the 11th May 1952.

It is as though, by finding a new home for your
picture of grace in this Divine Mercy Chapel… you
are reminding us that you wish to lead us to your
Divine Son and to the Heavenly Father so that we
may always be at home in their hearts and
experience their merciful love. We thank you from
our hearts.

We give thanks for the openness and generosity of
the Parish of St. Lukeʼs who have welcomed us
here. May all parishioners experience the graces
of a home, of transformation and apostolic
fruitfulness which you intercede for us in your
Schoenstatt Shrines…”

The parish of St. Luke’s

In the parish of St. Lukeʼs our Schoenstatt
members will be able to visit and bring their
contributions to the Capital of Grace whenever the
Church is open. Visit the Website:
http://www.stlukeswantirna.net)

This includes daily Mass, times of adoration and
reciting the rosary as well as several hours when
the Church is open during school hours.

At the MTA’s new home

An explanation of the Capital of Grace has been
placed at the foot of the picture of grace together
with slips indicating what is being offered to our
Schoenstatt Mother and Queen as well as what is
being asked for.

We are hoping that parishioners will experience
the intercession of our MTA in this little Chapel in
a similar way that is possible in all Schoenstatt
Shrines. Our Melbourne Schoenstatt Family is fully
aware of the importance of their contributions so
that Our Lady can be fruitful.
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3. National
Conference
‘Walking Together -
Loving the Church’
Australia’s Schoenstatt
National Conference

Our National Movement Conference held over the
weekend 21-22 October 2023 saw many of us
gathered in person at Mulgoa and at Mount Richon
in Perth as well as many other individuals joining
via Zoom from WA, Qld, Vic, and NSW. This
ʻhybridʼ offer for our Conference this year allowed
a greater participation for all Schoenstatt
members across Australia.

Pope Francis’ visions: Fr Pawel

With the theme “Walking together – Loving the
Church” we first listened to Fr. Pawel Barszczewski
OP unfold Pope Francisʼ view of a renewed Church,
as he explained the three key elements of a
synodal process: Encounter, Listen and Discern
and how we as the Church go along this synodal
process through Communion, Participation,
Mission.

Schoenstatt a ‘synodal’ Church in
miniature: Fr Ivanhoe

Fr. Ivanhoe, whom some of you will remember
from the time when Father was working with us
years ago (he himself mentioned that it will be 17
years since he left Australia), unfolded how
Schoenstatt has been a ʻsynodalʼ Church in
miniature since the beginning through a video
presentation.

He showed us how, without using the vocabulary
of ʻsynodalityʼ, our father and founder used the
method of ʻwalking togetherʼ throughout
Schoenstattʼs history.

Fr. Ivanhoe illustrated this by highlighting
examples from the first three milestones. For
many it was a joy to experience the wisdom of Fr.
Ivanhoe once again – it was only sad that we could
not engage with him in person.

Synodality in our history, structure, and
spirituality: Sr Thomasine
In the third and final session of the first day Sr. M.
Thomasine explained the aspects of synodality in
the history, structure, and spirituality of
Schoenstatt, using as a base an article in “Regnum
2023” by Dr. Maria Pelz.

This presentation was an excellent supplement to
Fr. Ivanhoeʼs input and we were all proud to
recognise that using a ʻsynodalʼ approach has
been Fr. Kentenichʼs way of leadership from the
beginning: the “WE, not I” but together with the
governing principle of “Authoritative in principle,
democratic in application”.

In a summary of this part of the Conference Sr. M.
Elizabeth commented:

“As Pope Francis has rightly said: a synod is not a
parliament. As in any family there will be a last
principle / authority, but not without first having
taken time to listen, pray and discern.
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The Holy Spirit will speak to us, guide us as long
as we empty ourselves of our own selfish wishes
to be open for what God wants to tell us.

We have learnt anew that we have to listen
ʻdeeplyʼ so that a real encounter takes place. This
means education on our part. How often when we
are listening, our actual attention is focused on
what we may answer to what has been said,
instead of listening first to what the person is
telling us. The Holy Spirit will prompt us with what
we should respond – often silence will be the best
response.”

We have learnt anew that we
have to listen ‘deeply’ so that a
real encounter takes place.

The second day
The second day of the conference took on a more
ʻpracticalʼ approach as we listened to three
statements, one each from a Schoenstatt member
from WA, VIC and NSW. They shared with us their
personal experience, answering the question:
“How has belonging to the Schoenstatt Movement
helped you to walk with and love the Church on
the new shore?” There was a great diversity in
experiences but a common gratitude for the
Schoenstatt spirituality in the way each one is able
to share their faith and experience in their family,
parish and community.

Throughout the Conference, following each
session, there were group discussions and the
opportunity to share thoughts and experiences
with the wider group.

These times were greatly appreciated and helped
us to reach a final conclusion that, in the midst of
the turmoil of our times, whether in Church or
society, we are being called to ʻwalk togetherʼ in
the sense that we ʻdiligently bring our
contributions to the Capital of Graceʼ. When we
are serious about our contributions, our Blessed
Mother will be able to intercede the graces we
need to love and serve the Church in our own
particular situations.
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4.Crowning
Anniversary

Rydalmere Region

Prior to the time of COVID, the Pilgrim Mother
Apostolate coordinators as well as our members in
the Rydalmere Region would come together
regularly for our Schoenstatt formation, meetings,
and Covenant Renewal. We would come together
every year to celebrate the Crowning Anniversary
at the Church of the Holy Name of Mary where our
Mother Thrice Admirable was crowned. We would
pray, say the rosary, and celebrate the Crowning
Anniversary.

During the pandemic times, the Crowning
Anniversary was celebrated via zoom. So recently,
as the Crowning Anniversary of our Mother Thrice
Admirable – Mother of Mercy and Queen of the
Family was approaching, we were quite unsure,
whether we could all gather for the celebration.
We discussed it and decided to come together to
celebrate the anniversary on the 8th of October.

So, on the second Sunday of October 2023, a
small number of us came together to celebrate the
7th anniversary of the crowning of our MTA –
Mother of Mercy and Queen of the Family. We
began our spiritual celebration with Adoration of
the Exposed Blessed Sacrament in the Chapel of
the Church of Holy Name of Mary.

This was followed by
the recitation of the
Holy Rosary in front of
the crowned MTA in the
Meeting Room. Praying
the Rosary, we reflected
on the Joyful Mysteries,
entreating silently our
special intentions at
each decade of the
rosary. Every year at our

anniversary, we remember our past members and
coordinators who are no longer with us and
include them in our spiritual intentions on this
day.

This was followed by our group discussion where
we had a reflection on ʻMother You Deserve a
Crownʼ (by Carlos Cantu – Schoenstatt Movement.)
We discussed why we crown our Blessed Mother?
First, God Himself crowned Her Queen. Her Son is
the King of the Universe so through Godʼs plan
His Mother must be Queen at the side of Her Son.
As a Queen, She also has an ʻinfinite power.ʼ (St
Thomas Aquinas) One person commented on the
scene at the ʻWedding at Cana” and yes, we all
agreed that with just a few words from our
Blessed Mother, we also ought to do ʻwhat He tells
us to do.ʼ Another comment was that in crowning
our Blessed Mother we show our meekness and
humility. We acknowledge our helplessness and
incapabilities as Our Lady educates and forms us
as we go through the many challenges and trials
in our lives, the ups and downs of being Her
instruments in our apostolate. It was wonderful to
hear as well, when another said, that we need to
place our trust blindly in our Blessed Mother
especially in these troubled times, in our fallen
world – Yes, Mother, ʻNothing without you,
Nothing without us.ʼ

After our inspiring group discussion, we sang
some Marian hymns, ʻHail Holy Queen Enthroned
Aboveʼ and ʻAve Maria Gracia Plena.ʼ This was
then followed by afternoon tea and an opportunity
to catch up with one other.

As we were at first undecided when would be the
best date to celebrate this special occasion, it
seemed that our Blessed Mother made the
decision. Her time to have a special celebration of
Her Crowning Anniversary, was the day after the
Feast of the Holy Rosary. This left us all with
hearts filled with crowning joy.

Agnes Aldana, PMA Rydalmere Region
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5.Welcome
Home

Sr M. Rita
“What a great joy it is that you are finally back!”
“Thanks be to God that you have returned home to
us in Mulgoa!” “We have been praying for you
continuously and are pleased to have you back!”
“I look forward to seeing you around and
experiencing your passion for Schoenstatt!”

These are just some of the positive comments that
Sr. M. Rita Baysari received on Sunday 22nd

October when the Schoenstatt Family in Sydney
gathered to celebrate Schoenstattʼs Foundation
Day (18th October) and to welcome Sr. M. Rita back
to Australia after being in Germany for nearly ten
years.

Sr. M. Rita, previously known as Christina Rita
Baysari, is a 35-year-old Sydney sider with a
Maronite, Lebanese background. After being
heavily involved in her local Merrylands parish
Saint Margaret Marys, working as a teacher at
Greystanes High School and participating in the
various youth events in Schoenstatt she decided to
enter the community of the Schoenstatt Sister of
Mary.

In 2014 she moved to Schoenstatt, Germany to
begin her formation journey and on September 6th

2015, gave her YES of love to Godʼs calling! This
was the day that she first put on the sistersʼ dress
and took on the name of Sr. M. Rita.

Following the October Covenant Sunday Holy Mass
there was a short renewal of the Covenant of Love
in the shrine for those who were unable to stay for
the afternoon. Afterwards the Schoenstatt
community gathered and shared together a
delicious lunch with a very special dessert being a
birthday cake to commemorate the 109th birthday
of Schoenstatt!

Sr. M. Rita then gave a testimony and was able to
share some photos of her experiences during the
nine and half years that she was in Germany.
Through her statement Sr. M. Rita impressed upon
the audience that the aspect that helped her the
most during her vocation journey was the
Covenant of Love with the Mother Thrice
Admirable, that the blessed Mother was going
along with her every step of the way, and that she
could always find her in the shrine. She was
impressed with the freedom that the founder
stressed upon each of the members of the
Schoenstatt Sisters of Mary and that the personal
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happiness and holiness of each of the members
was of the highest priority in all stages of
formation.

Outside the periods of her formation Sr. M. Rita
was working for the Pilgrim Mother Apostolate
and the English Office in Germany. Through the
English Office Sr. M. Rita was able to welcome and
show the English-speaking pilgrims around in
Schoenstatt, Germany.

She testified “that although it was at first difficult
to adjust to a new country and language my time
in the Original Schoenstatt in Germany was such a
rewarding and fulfilling experience.”

The Annual Retreat for Pilgrim Mother
Coordinators and members was held on the 28th of

October 2023, Saturday at the Family Hall, Mt
Schoenstatt, Mulgoa. Our speaker was Fr Pawel
Barszczewski O.P. and our theme was ʻKnow that I
am with you alwaysʼ (Mt 28:20). It was such an
amazing group of pilgrims. The warm welcoming
of each other made you feel as though ʻitʼs been a
long time since we metʼ

Fr Pawelʼs talk was enlightening and encouraged
us to know that we have been chosen and called
for a mission. At break time there was a great
interaction. All felt connected and I believe the
thoughts, inspirations and motivations given us,
reminded us that we are part of our PMA family.
We prayed and gave thanks to our Blessed Mother
who had accompanied us during the difficulties,
struggles and challenges of the Covid times.
“Nothing without you Mother,Nothing without us”.

After gathering many experiences in the
International Schoenstatt Movement, Sr. M. Rita is
now back in Australia to continue to spread and
develop the Schoenstatt Mission in Australia – to
form the new person in the new community. Or
more precisely to become and help form little
Marys for todayʼs world.

Sr. M. Rita enthusiastically shared: “I am excited to
meet, encounter and serve the youth and young
adults of Sydney and to go along with them on
their own personal journeys of love“.
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We thanked Fr Pawel for his unending support of
the PMA, as adviser and counsellor, and so on this
day we were delighted to be able to join him in
celebrating his milestone birthday.

Some reflections shared by the Coordinators

• Last Saturday was a very fruitful and spirit-
filled day. The talk of Fr Pawel was very
enlightening and reminded us again that God
is always in our midst. I was also very happy
that nine of my friends responded to my
invitation to attend and their feedback was
very positive. I thank the Holy Spirit and our
Mother for their promptings.

• From Menai Prayer Group (Schoenstatt
Coordinators) – ʻwe had an enlightening
spiritual retreat. Fr Pawelʼs talk gave us a good
understanding of our role in spreading the
Good News, in whatever capacity or situation
we are in. It may not be easy to do, but the
words of Jesus ʻKnow that I am with youʼ may
help us gain wisdom, courage and
perseverance to do what we can. In prayer and
in practical ways, may we be inspired by the
Holy Spirit to be true disciples of Jesus. Thank
you to the PMA organisers for the smooth
running of the day and the food and drinks
that gave us ʻfuelʼ for the body. We were fully
nourished on the day, both body and soul.ʼ

• It was well attended, well organised, stayed on
time.

• Pilgrims very happy to see each other.

• Learned something, God with us always.

• It was our first time to attend a Schoenstatt
Retreat. We found it solemn and highly
spiritual. The talk of the Dominican priest Fr
Pawel was amazing. It made us think back and
reflect, and that we can relate it to our
everyday practical life, learn lots from it. The
Benediction was solemn and uplifting, the
people around us were all friendly and
accommodating- it was a day very well spent.

• The PMA retreat had the following positives
for me as a Coordinator, 1) most important
thing was the full participation in the Holy
Mass during which I was able to receive
communion, 2) participation in exposition of
the Blessed Sacrament where I was able to
pray for one hour with the Lord, 3) one to one
Sacrament of Reconciliation. Fr Pawel & Sr
Ritaʼs presentations were powerful & touching.

Edna Aldana
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Mother Daughter event
at St Aloysius Parish, Shenton Park
Saturday 16 September 2023

This day was a special occasion as it marked the
moment that we offered our Daughters of Mary
Schoenstatt program on the virtues regularly run
at the Shrine in a more central location of Perth.

Linda and Charlotte, part of the Daughters of Mary
program since the beginning of the year,
welcomed the Mothers and Daughters group to
their parish, St Aloysius in Shenton Park. For Linda
and Charlotte, it was a wonderful opportunity to
share their parish life with other members of the
group. For the parish, hosting the group was a
chance to open their doors and extend their
welcome to others.

The group initially gathered outside the parish
hall, where we learnt about St Aloysius Gonzaga,
the history of the church building and the life of
the parish. The parish is currently overseen by the
Vincentian order who also support the local
hospital responding to their special charism as
hospital chaplains.

The Mothers enjoyed their activities in the parishʼs
outdoor seating area and daughters in the parish
hall and came together in the church for prayer
and hymns. The planned activities culminated with

a mother-daughter blind folded obstacle course
encouraging the pairs to listen carefully to each
other and to continue to build on their
relationship through mutual trust and
encouragement.

The afternoon ended with a beautiful spread put
on in the hall, allowing the friends to enjoy each
otherʼs company over afternoon tea.

~ ~ ~

From Linda and Charlotte, a big thank you to
everyone involved in preparing the activities and
presenting on the day, especially to Sr Luka for
her ongoing energy and enthusiasm for the
group. And thank you to the parish of St Aloysius
for making the group so welcome.
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City Retreat
Sunday 29 October 2023

On Sunday 29 October, a City Retreat was held for
mothers and their daughters, as well as young
women, and we also had a couple of mums bring
their own mums along, so that we had women and
girls of three generations there.

We started the event at the Cathedral, then car-
pooled to Kings Park, where we started our three
walk sections:

Firstly, a loop walk on which mothers and
daughters could talk about the theme ʻjourneying
togetherʼ and choose an intention for todayʼs
pilgrimage back to the Cathedral. While walking,
we also prayed the Divine Mercy chaplet at 3pm.

The second part was a personal quiet reflective
walk modelled on Dadirri – a practice of deep
listening to nature and into oneself from the
Northern Territory First Nations Peoples.

After a picnic and community activity we then
embarked on the final stretch of the walk leading
from St Georges Terrace back to the Cathedral.
For each of the sections we had a reflection and
we also prayed the rosary along the way. Those
who wished could finish the retreat with the 5pm
evening Mass at the Cathedral.

Some echoes from the event from the participants:

I attended
Schoenstatt City
retreat walking
together- loving the
church with my twin
daughters. The
synodality theme -
explanation of what
does it mean and
experiencing God
walking with us along
our synodal path of
“togetherness” and

“walking together“ was the highlight of our city
retreat. Great experience, peaceful time, quality
mother-daughters time with God, nature, each
other and other girls and women. The retreat was
very well organised. I am sure that there was a lot
of time, effort, and heart put into make this so
special. Thank you Sr M Luka, Sharne, Janelle and
all who assisted. (Daria)

I really liked the reflection part where you went
with your family through the nature. I found it
very relaxing. (Monique)

I am so grateful to the Daughters of Mary Team
for their good work and providing the opportunity
to participate in the mother and daughter city
retreat. As my daughter is at the age of the
beginning of becoming a young woman,
dedicating this time away from the businesses of
life to invite more deeply our Mother Mary into
our relationship together, to pause, pray, listen,
connect, celebrate and grow as mothers and
daughters has been such a blessing to us and our
whole family. (Laura)

The people there were so friendly, and I enjoyed
spending time with my mum on the bush walk.
(Emily)
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https://www.schoenstatt.com
https://schoenstatt.org.au
https://www.youtube.com/schoenstattaustralia
https://schoenstattwa.org.au
https://bit.ly/47x72n1
http://www.youtube.com/schoenstattaustralia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Pgsa4OGi2g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sxvdk-SHHRQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEZtqENVKwI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEZtqENVKwI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O29tXet2DQQ
mailto:movtoffice@schoenstatt.org.au

